2018-19 Department Activities

2. One day work shop on “REVIT Software” by M Munjunath Reddy Proprietor Sai cadd on 30/10/2018.
4. Mr.Ramesh Bengaluru, delivered seminar for all civil engineering students about “Concrete-King of construction Materials” on 03/09/2018 during Inaugural of association and Orientation Programme.
5. Mrs. Geetha R Shah, manager Business development, Carrier Launcher, Mysore, giving seminar for pre final year students about “Higher Studies at Abroad” on 07/09/2018.
6. Rohit N Gowda, HOSHO Consultency, Bengaluru, delivered seminar for final year students about “Open Road Concept Station & Designer” on 15/09/2018.
8. Skill development session by Shankare Gowda, Professor on 30/08/2018.
11. Skill development session by Premalatha, Co-Founder & COO Shrusti learning service Bangalore on 26/03/2018.
15. A seminar on “Application of software in civil engineering” by Kushal S. Senior technical trainer, Excl computer Training solutions, mandya on 15/02/2018.
16. “Higher Studies at Abroad” a career opportunities prog. Was conducted on 14/02/2018 by Mrs. Geetha R Shah, manager Business development, Carrier Launcher, Mysore.
17. Technical update session on “Competitive exams” by A.C.E Academy, Hyderabad on 06/02/2018.